NOTICE

As requested by the Head, Department of Chemistry, this is to notify that the Practical Examination on Paper P/10 (ORG-P10, ING-P10 and PHY-P10 for Organic, Inorganic and Physical Special students respectively) shall be held on 09/10/2020 from 10 AM to 1 PM.

Sd/-
Controller of Examinations

i. The Hon'ble Vice Chancellor, University of North Bengal
ii. The Registrar, University of North Bengal,
iii. The Head, Department of Chemistry, NBU
iv. The Secretary, Faculty Council of Science, NBU
v. The Secretary, Faculty Council of Arts, Commerce and Law, NBU
vi. System Manager, Computer Centre, NBU with a request to upload the notification in the University website.

[Signature]
Controller of Examinations